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Method

Park

becomes

exclusive

VDA

QMC

Training Partner for Automotive SPICE®

For many years, Method Park has gathered experience
in Automotive SPICE® and will contribute this knowhow and qualified training experts to this collaborative
cooperation. VDA QMC keeps responsibility for the
training provided by the organization.

Erlangen, July, 20, 2017 – On August 1, 2017, Method Park
becomes

exclusive

Management

training

Center

of

the

provider
German

for

the

Association

Quality
of

the

Automotive Industry – VDA QMC – which provides training on
Automotive

SPICE®.

During

the

VDA

Automotive

SYS

conference in Berlin, Method Park and VDA QMC signed a
partnership agreement.
This agreement establishes Method Park as an exclusive
cooperation partner of VDA QMC, for giving intacs™ assessor
training (“intacs™ Certified Provisional Assessor” and “intacs™
Certified

Competent

Assessor”)

and

holding

introduction

courses on this topic. The VDA QMC keeps responsibility for
the

course

organization

and

implementation.

Interested

participants can still register via the VDA QMC website.
Automotive SPICE® has been part of the training and
consulting portfolio of Method Park for many years. Method
Park

belongs

to

the

international

market

leaders

for

Automotive SPICE® assessments and assessor training. While
the Asian market particularly grew in importance, Method Park
encourages the internationalization of standards.
Bernd
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for
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with

VDA

SPICE®,

QMC:

at

Method

looks

“Software

Park,

forward

to

development

departments of large German automotive suppliers have been
our customers for many years. In this exclusive training
partnership

with

VDA

QMC,

we

can

also

transfer

our

practically-oriented know-how and years of course expertise to
our course participants of VDA QMC.”
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About VDA QMC
The Quality Management Center (QMC) has existed for the benefit of
German automotive OEM’s and their suppliers since August 1997. The roles
and responsibilities undertaken by the QMC are varied and the questions
surrounding quality management in the automotive industry occupy us on
daily basis. The spectrum ranges from developing systems and methods to
shaping the future of quality management systems in the automotive
industry. These developments, as well as the direction of QMC, are steered
by the top-level committee regarding quality matters in the German
automotive industry: the QM Commission. The QM Commission is formed
by VDA members and consists of the Quality Management Directors of all
the automotive OEM’s, an equal number of suppliers, and the VDA,
represented by one of its Executive Directors.

About Method Park
Method Park is an established and successful consulting and software
company for safety-critical systems in the automotive industry and medical
technology area, for which the company develops advanced proprietary
software solutions. Method Park brings extensive know-how to fields which
have high and extremely high safety requirements. With this knowledge
Method Park offers its customers a range of solutions that contributes to
the success of each company. Method Park is the competent partner for
consulting, coaching, training, engineering services and products for all
software development processes. The "Stages" Web-based process
management portal, developed by Method Park, supports users with the
practical implementation of all development processes. Stages ensures the
implementation of predefined quality standards and process models and
can be integrated in all common development environments. Furthermore,
“Stages” enables the global distribution of development tasks beyond
corporate boundaries. Founded in Erlangen in 2001, Method Park employs
around 170 persons at sites in Erlangen, Munich, Stuttgart, Hannover, and
Frankfurt as well as in Detroit, Miami, and Pittsburgh in the USA.
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